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Mesorah: In
Three Scenes
Rabbi Joseph Soloveitchik suggested that
an unmistakable motif pervades the book
of Bereshit. Namely, the idea of Mesorah.
The Ramban drew attention to this theme
numerous times in his commentary
employing the phrase of maasei avot siman
le’banim (‘the actions of the Fathers are a
symbol for the children’). In a word, not
only are we called on to emulate the Biblical figures but we are tasked to transmit
their teachings and singular way of life to
the next generation.
Three unforgettable episodes in the book
of Bereshit resound with this essential
teaching.
They Walked As One
The Akeida, the Binding of Yitzchak, is perhaps most famous for projecting the idea of
faith and surrender to the will of God. And
yet, another critical lesson is woven into the
fabric of the story and is captured in a single word that repeats itself three separate
times through the course of the relatively
short passage: Yachdav, as one (Bereshit
22:6, 22:8, 22:19). Yachdav does not simply
mean that they walked together, rather
that they both shared a common goal and
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purpose. It is noteworthy that Yitzchak had
not heard the call directly from God but
only received it via his father. The lesson
of a father effectively conveying lessons
and dogma to a child is noteworthy in this
epic episode.
However, there is another layer of understanding in this context. Rabbi Michael
Rosensweig, a renowned student of the Rav
and Rosh Yeshiva at RIETS, cites the Midrash which states that Yitzchak asked his
father to tie him down lest he move, or try
to escape the the knife’s direction (Bereshit
Rabbah 56:8). Evidently it was not as natural for Yitzchak as it was for his father to
surrender. Father and son experienced the
Akeida differently. Yet the word Yachdav
teaches us that they joined as one although
they were not of the same mind. Yitzchak
withstood the test with an allegiance not
only to God but to his father as well. (YU
Torah, The Continuity of the Mesorah, Oct.
25, 2021)
The motif of Mesorah, the transmission of
a unique way of life from parent to child is
unmistakably embedded in the episode of
the Akeida.
Shalshelet HaMesorah
“Yosef was well-built and handsome in
appearance. After a while, his master’s wife

רפואה שלמה דוד חנוך בן יהודית איטה

took notice of Yosef and said, ‘Come to bed
with me.’ But he refused. He said: ‘With
me in charge my master does not concern
himself with anything in the house; everything he owns he has entrusted to my care.
No one is greater in this house than I am.
My master has withheld nothing from me
except you, because you are his wife. How
then could I do such a wicked thing and sin
against God?” (Bereishit 39:6-9).
On the verb va’yemaen, ‘but he refused,’
is found a shalshelet, the thrice-repeating
musical note.
In order to understand its significance,
Rabbi Soloveitchik first commented on
an intriguing detail in the narrative, concerning the way the Torah reports Yosef’s
response to his master’s wife’s proposition.
When his master’s wife asked him to be
intimate with her, we might expect Yosef
to first explain to her why he cannot accept
her offer, and then conclude by saying no.
Yet, the Torah tells us that the first thing
Yosef did was to refuse her. Only afterwards does he justify his refusal. Why?
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In this context Rabbi Soloveitchik took note
of another unusual feature in this pasuk the use of a p’sik (dividing line). The two
words, va’yemaen, and he refused, and vayomer, and he said, are distinct and separate;
they are divided by a line which signals that
the two words are not connected. In other
words, Yosef’s refusal and explanation do
not constitute a cause-and-effect relationship. The word, va’yemaen is an expression
of unwillingness; a demurral without any
reason. (‘A Fire In His Soul, Bunim’, p.366,
Mesorat HaRav Chumash, Bereshis p.292)
The First Jewish Grandfather
In the Talmud and Midrash, Yaakov is often
called Yisrael Sava, “Old Israel.” Why was
this title conferred on him and not the
forefathers who preceded him? The Rav
suggests that this honorific is because he
is the first patriarch to establish communication with his grandchildren. He was the
first to make a declaration to Joseph, “Now
your two sons, who were born to you in the
land of Egypt, before I came to you in Egypt,
are mine. Ephraim and Menashe shall be
mine, no less than Reuven and Shimon
(Bereshit 48:5). Yaakov equated them to
his own sons who he reared in the land of
Canaan.
Avraham never spoke this way about Yaakov, that he was to him as Yitzchak. Yitzchak
never said this about Reuven and Shimon.
Yaakov was the first to impart special blessings to his grandchildren. He blessed them
even before he assembled his own sons for
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blessings. The halachic ruling that b’nai
banim harei hem k’banim, “grandchildren
have the same status as children (Yevamot
62b), is derived from Yaakov’s declaration
about Ephraim and Menashe.
Yaakov related directly to his grandchildren. “He leapt over the gulf of generations
and transmitted the great Mesorah of Avraham directly to Ephraim and Menashe.
Despite the discrepancy of years, the Zaken
(or Yisrael Sava), the carrier of the old tradition, succeeded.” (Reflections of the Rav,
Besdin, p. 19)
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